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High-speed trains often pass through tunnel, turnout, ramp, bridge, and other line features in the process of running. At the same
time, the length of the operation time, weather conditions, changes in train running conditions, and other conditions will lead to
the loss of the train. In view of the complexity of a high-speed train structure and operation environment, in order to effectively
evaluate the health of the train in the operation process, this paper proposes a diagnosis method of bearing temperature anomaly
of a high-speed train based on condition identification and multitask deep learning. In this paper, the important components of
bogie axle box, gearbox, and traction motor are taken as the research object. Firstly, the operating condition parameters of the
high-speed train are analyzed and identified, and the K-means algorithm is used to classify and identify the operating condition of
the high-speed train. ,en, based on the operating condition identification and multitask deep learning, the bearing temperature
prediction model is constructed. In addition, according to statistical quality control theory, the difference between the value
predicted by the model and the real value is used to diagnose the anomaly of the bearing temperature of the high-speed train.
Finally, the accuracy and availability of the model are verified by an example. ,e model can judge whether the running train
bearing temperature is in the normal range in real time and predict and alarm the abnormal bearing temperature.

1. Introduction

A high-speed train is a complex integrated system composed
of tens of thousands of parts, with a complex structure and
diverse working conditions.,e high-speed EMU has a wide
operating range, including the hot south, cold northeast, and
strong sand northwest. ,e equipment of the EMU needs to
withstand the test of various harsh environments such as
high and low temperatures, wind, sand, and humidity. In
addition, the conditions of the EMU operation line, such as
line slope, line curve, turnout, and tunnel, have a very
important influence on the operating state of the EMU. ,e
high-speed EMU has a high frequency of use and complex
operating environment. In order to effectively ensure the
safe operation of EMU, real-time diagnosis of train failures

and assessment of the health status of EMU should be
conducted.

,e axle box, gear box, and motor stator are important
components of the bogie, and it is very important to carry
out in-depth research on it [1]. ,e temperature of the
bearing on the train will become higher and higher with the
loss of use under the same external conditions and gradually
approach the limit temperature, so the bearing temperature
under the same external conditions can also be used as one of
the indicators to measure the performance of the bearing
[2–5]. At present, scholars use complex evaluation methods
based on mechanism, data model, failure mode, and impact
and hazard analyses to diagnose and evaluate complex
equipment failures and promote the development of
equipment health assessment in the fields of aerospace, ship,
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and power. However, due to the problems of high operating
speed, large span of operating intervals, complicated oper-
ating environment, and long continuous running time,
subjective factors have a great influence on the mechanism
research and model construction, which makes it difficult to
diagnose EMU failures. At present, the majority of EMU
bogies judge the bearing health status by collecting the
bearing temperature and comparing it with the set threshold
value. However, due to the influence of wind force, ambient
temperature, and track irregularity, the running condition of
EMU bogie bearing is complex and changeable. ,e tradi-
tional health condition monitoring method based on preset
threshold value cannot meet the requirements of condition
monitoring. In addition, the former condition monitoring
usually divides the operating conditions of EMU according
to a running parameter (such as ambient temperature) and
then defines the temperature monitoring threshold
according to different operating conditions. If the operation
condition of EMU is divided only according to a single
parameter such as temperature, it cannot effectively describe
the complex and changeable operation condition of EMU.

Machine learning-basedmethods, such as support vector
machine (SVM) and BP neural network (BPNN) have be-
come one of the hotspots in current research on fault di-
agnosis [6, 7]. ,e fault diagnosis effect of the method
mainly depends on the quality of the extracted fault features.
In the context of big data applications, its diagnostic and
generalization capabilities are clearly insufficient. In recent
years, as a newmethod in the field of machine learning, deep
learning has powerful modeling and feature extraction ca-
pabilities and is widely used in image processing, speech
recognition, and fault diagnosis. Deep learning can extract
high-level features of faults through layer-by-layer feature
extraction, which has unique advantages over traditional
machine learning algorithms [8–11]. However, in practical
applications, single-task deep learning algorithms often
encounter insufficient training samples, which results in
insufficient model training due to insufficient samples,
resulting in underfitting problems, Moreover, the related
information between tasks is not fully mined, which will
affect the generalization ability of the model [12]. In view of
the above problems, this paper proposes a high-speed train
bearing fault diagnosis method based on working condition
identification and multitask deep learning. Considering the
variability of EMU operation environment and the com-
plexity of state information, the uncertainty of the threshold
setting of state characteristic parameters is avoided. Fault
diagnosis is carried out under corresponding operation
conditions, which improves the accuracy of fault diagnosis
and adaptability to variable operating conditions.

2. Identification of Operating Conditions of
High-Speed Trains

2.1. Analysis of the Influence ofOperating Parameters onTrain
Bearing Temperature. High-speed trains are in various
complex environments during long-term use and bear
various stresses, such as different climates and line condi-
tions, and the use status of trains will change according to

different conditions. ,e interaction between various parts
of the train, such as time, mileage, route, and weather will
cause the loss of the train. ,e reasonable selection of
characteristic parameters of operation conditions is the
premise of realizing the identification of operation condi-
tions. ,e selected parameters should be those which have a
direct or indirect influence on the characteristic parameters
of the train operation state. In this paper, the Pearson
correlation coefficient is used to calculate the correlation
coefficient between axle box temperature and train operation
data, acceleration, mileage, fresh air temperature, line
characteristics, and axle box temperature for a certain type of
EMU. ,rough correlation analysis, the key factors affecting
axle box temperature are obtained.

From the correlation coefficient of gearbox temperature
with train operation and line parameters in Figure 1, it can
be seen that the fresh air temperature has the highest cor-
relation with the gearbox, which has a very high influence
weight. ,e higher the fresh air temperature is, the higher
the gearbox temperature is. Speed and mileage have certain
positive influence weight with gearbox temperature. ,e
higher the speed and mileage, the higher the gearbox
temperature.

From Figure 2, it can be concluded that the radius of the
curve, bridge, tunnel, and slope also have certain influence
on gearbox temperature.

In order to deeply analyze the influence of different line
conditions and operating conditions on the axle temperature
of the high-speed train, the data from January 18 to July 19
on Wuhan-Guangzhou railway line are selected, and the
temperature of three bearing parts, i.e., the wheel side
temperature of 1-axis large gearbox, the temperature of the
1-way 1-axle box, and the temperature of 1-axis motor stator
are selected, and the average temperature value of each
component is calculated. Figure 3 shows that the temper-
ature of bearing in slope condition is higher than that in
nonslope condition, which indicates that slope affects
bearing temperature.

2.2. Definition and Selection of Operating Condition Char-
acteristic Parameters. Due to the great changes of envi-
ronmental temperature and line characteristics in actual
operation, it is necessary to divide the operation conditions
based on the condition identification before establishing the
health status assessment model, so as to improve the ac-
curacy of the evaluation model.

Based on the analysis in Section 2.1, this paper firstly
divides the vehicle operation conditions into two categories.
,e speed grade and vehicle operation state are defined as
the internal condition parameters affecting the train oper-
ation, and the line characteristic data and weather envi-
ronment data are defined as the external condition
parameters. Finally, the characteristic parameters of working
conditions affecting train operation are selected as follows:

(1) Running state: traction, braking, idling, and static
(2) Speed classification: high-speed (speed greater than

200 km/h) and low-speed (speed less than 200 km/h)
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(3) Line features: bridges, tunnels, turns, and ramps
(4) Weather environment: ambient temperature (fresh

air temperature)

2.3. Identification of High-Speed Train Operating Conditions
Based on K-Means Algorithm. ,e selected characteristic
parameters of operating conditions are used to establish a
feature set of operating conditions u (including speed,
operation state, turning radius, whether it is on the bridge,

whether it is in the tunnel, slope gradient, and ambient
temperature).

It is assumed that the operating condition spaceΩ can be
clustered into k operating condition subspaces using a
certain clustering or space partitioning algorithm f(u).

In this paper, the K-means clustering algorithm is used
to identify the operating conditions of historical data and
automatically classifies the categories by calculating the
sample similarity, that is, the higher sample similarity is
classified into one category. ,e K-means algorithm de-
termines the method of class data k that minimizes the
objective function E based on the randomly selected number
k of clusters and an initial center point ui(i � 1, 2, . . . , k).
Usually, the objective function E is the square error function
is as follows:

E � 
k

i�1


ni

j�1
xj − ui




2

, (1)

where xj is the sample data, ui is the mean vector of the i - th
cluster, and ni is the number of samples in the i - th cluster
[13].

,is paper uses the Calinski–Harabaz index to evaluate
the effect of clustering. ,e square sum of the distance
between each sample in the class and the center point of the
class is defined as the sample tightness, and the square sum
of the distance between the class center point and the center
point of the overall sample is defined as the separation
degree of the sample. ,e CH score is the ratio of separation
and tightness. ,e larger the CH score, the closer the data
within the class, that is, the better the clustering effect:

s(k) �
tr Bk( 

tr Wk( 

n − k

k − 1
, (2)

where s(k) is the CH score, n is the number of samples in the
training set, k is the number of categories, Bk is the co-
variance matrix between categories, Wk is the covariance
matrix of data within categories, and tr is the trace of the
matrix. In other words, the smaller the covariance of the data
within the category, the greater the covariance between the
categories and the higher the Calinski–Harabasz score.

3. High-Speed Train Bearing Fault Diagnosis
Method Based on Working Condition
Identification and Multitask Deep Learning

3.1.MultitaskDeepLearning. Multitask learning (MTL) is to
set multiple training targets for training samples and to
improve the generalization performance of model training
through joint training and based on specific relevant in-
formation between targets [14]. Compared with single-task
learning (STL) in traditional machine learning, MTL im-
proves the prediction and generalization ability of main
tasks by taking advantage of the interaction between mul-
tiple tasks. At present, MTL is mainly used in image rec-
ognition, text recognition, and other fields [15].

Compared with single-task deep neural network (ST-
DNN), multitask deep neural network (MT-DNN) uses
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multiple tasks to share the same architecture, for example, by
sharing the same hidden layer, it can effectively extract
common information between tasks and overcome insuf-
ficient model training due to insufficient training samples
[16].

,e multitask joint training process is as follows: T is the
total number of tasks, (xti , yti) is the training sample data of
the t-th task, where t ∈ (1, 2, . . . , T), i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , N), N is
the total number of training samples, xti ∈ R is the feature
vector, and yti ∈ R is the label of the t-th sample. ,e
multitask objective function can be expressed as follows:

argmin
wt{ }T

t�1



T

t�2

N

i�1
L yti , f xti;w

t
   + λϕ wt

 , (3)

where f(xti;w
t) is the mapping function with the input

feature vector xti and the weight parameter wt, L(∗) is the loss
function shown in equation (1), ϕ(wt) is the regularization
value of the weight parameter, and λ is the regularization
coefficient factor [17].

3.2. Construction of Bearing Temperature Prediction Model for
High-Speed Trains. MTL improves the ability of machine
learning by training multiple related tasks at the same time.
,e bearing temperature prediction model (multitask
learning-long short-term memory, MTL-LSTM) con-
structed in this paper is based on working condition
identification and MTL as shown in Figure 4.

,e steps for model construction are as follows:

(1) An MTL-LSTM is constructed with 2 tasks and
shared LSTM hidden layer.,e network architecture
is [MTL − LSTMnet] � feedforward
(Xmain,Xsub; HLSTM;Ymain,Ysub;W, b) Xmain �

xmain
1 , xmain

2 , · · · , xmain
N Xmain

i � xmain
i1 , xmain

i2 , . . . ,

xmain
i d }, which is the input sample of the high-speed

train bearing temperature features; Xsub �

xsub
1 , xsub

2 , . . . , xsub
N  Xsub

i � xsub
i1 , xsub

i2 , . . . , xsub
i d } is

the input sample of working condition parameters
that affect the operation of high-speed trains; Ymain �

ymain
1 , ymain

2 , . . . , ymain
N  is the sample label of the

main task, Ysub � ysub
1 , ysub

2 , . . . , ysub
N  is the sample

label of the subtask for operating condition identi-
ficationmodel, the expected value is 0, 1, 2, ...,K;W is
the weight matrix, and b is the bias vector; HLSTM is
the number of shared hidden layer LSTM neurons
and the initialization parameters are
W � random uniform0 and b � zero(). ,e net-
work architecture diagram is shown in Figure 5.

(2) ,e main task of bearing temperature prediction
and the subtask of train operating condition
classification are constructed. ,e two tasks share
the LSTM hidden layer features, where the
main_predict_temperature_output represents the
main task of bearing temperature prediction,
which is a regression problem. Subcon-
dition_classify_output represents the subtask of
train operating condition classification which is a

classification problem. Among them, the main task
loss function uses the mean-squared error (MSE),
and the subtask loss function uses the categorical
cross-entropy.

(3) ,e total loss function of the model is calculated as
follows:

J � αJmain + βJsub(α � 1, β � 1). (4)

Among them,

Subcondition input
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Figure 4: ,e bearing temperature prediction model.
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Figure 5: Multitask learning model.
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− 

n
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n

i�0

ylk
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.

(5)

(4) Multitask model training: the joint loss function J of
the above two tasks is established, the error function
J is minimized, and the network parameters are
updated using the gradient descent method. ,e
formulae are as follows:

W(l)
jk � W(l)

jk − η
zJ(W, b)

zW(l)
jk

,

b(l)
j � b(l)

j − η
zJ(W, b)

zb(l)
j

.

(6)

Among them, η> 0 is the learning rate. In this paper, the
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is used to solve
the minimum value of the total objective function.

3.3. High-Speed Train Bearing Temperature Fault Diagnosis
Method. Based on the MTL-LSTM model constructed in
Section 3.2, the difference between the predicted results and
the real results is taken as the basis for anomaly judgment
[18]. ,e specific judgment steps are as follows:

Step 1: the difference between the predicted value and
the real result is calculated, and it is recorded as e.
Step 2: for e, weighted smoothing is performed
according to the set sliding window interval, and it is
recorded as e_s.
Step 3: statistical quality control theory is applied, and
through statistical analysis of historical data, μ + 2.5∗σ (μ
is the mean and σ is the standard deviation) is set as the
outlier upper-line interval. Data greater than or equal to
the upper-line interval will be recorded as outliers.

In summary, the real-time diagnosis process of bearing
temperature anomalies for high-speed trains based on op-
erating condition identification and MTL is shown in
Figure 6.

4. Experimental Results and
Simulation Analysis

4.1. ExperimentalData. According to the above analysis, the
health status of high-speed train bearings is closely related to
the bearing temperature and the factors that affect the
temperature such as environment temperature, vehicle
speed, passenger capacity, operating status, bridge, tunnel,
ramp, and other line characteristics which have a positive
correlation to the bearing temperature. As one of the im-
portant high-speed railway lines, the Wuhan-Guangzhou
high-speed railway line carries thousands of high-speed
railway trains annually, with a total length of 965 kilometers
[6]. ,is article selects some high-speed train status data
from Wuhan to Guangzhou South as the analysis and sta-
tistical samples. ,e statistics of all 543 days of operation on
the Wuhan-Guangzhou line from 2018 to 2019 are as fol-
lows: with a total of 7046 up and down lines, of which there
are 3104 items in the upstream (Wuhan-Guangzhou South)
and 3942 items in the downstream (Guangzhou South-
Wuhan). ,e experimental data are extracted from the full
amount of data, and part of the missing data is removed.,e
total retained data are as follows: the total number of vehicles
participating in the analysis is 1700, accounting for 25% of
the total 7046. A total of 125 unique train numbers par-
ticipated in the analysis. During the analysis period, a total of
165 traveled on the Wuhan-Guangzhou line (the starting
and ending stations were Wuhan and Guangzhou South).
,e number of trains in the analysis data accounted for 76%
of the total. In some models, in addition, according to the
real-time mileage of the train operation and GPS data, the
line characteristic data of each train operation are correlated.

4.2. Data Preprocessing. According to the sorting and analysis
results of EMU operation data, there are some dirty data such
as missing value, duplicate value, and abnormal value in the
original data of EMU. ,rough data cleaning, the problems of
missing value, duplicate value, and noise data are solved.
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,e mileage is very important for the original data of
real-time operation WTD of EMU. It is necessary to use the
running mileage of each train to fit the line kilometer mark
to further match the line characteristics of each train run-
ning position. Most of the mileage data collected on the
vehicle are invalid or 0, which cannot be used. ,e accu-
mulated mileage should be calculated according to the speed
and time interval, and the missing value should be filled in.
In addition, the environmental temperature collected by
each compartment of the EMU is inconsistent. In this paper,
the average value of the ambient temperature of multiple
compartments is taken as the ambient temperature of the
whole train.

,e abnormal value will cause interference to the
analysis results, and the bearing temperature data collected
by EMU bearing temperature sensor may be abnormal in the
process of data collection, so the abnormal bearing tem-
perature data collected will be deleted.

4.3. Classification of Train Operating Conditions. A total of
434,100 pieces of historical operating data of trains involved
in the analysis in Section 4.1 were identified using the K-
means clustering algorithm. Input parameters include the
speed, operating status (traction, braking, idle, and stop),
turning radius, whether it is a bridge, a tunnel, or a ramp
slope, and fresh air temperature.

,e K value of the appropriate category number is se-
lected, and the Calinski–Harabasz value from 2–20 traversal
is calculated. Finally, when K� 7, the CH score is the largest,
indicating that the greater the difference between the cat-
egories, the better the clustering effect.

K� 7 is brought into the model calculation to get the
quantity under each category. Category 6 has very little data
and belongs to anomalies, which can be ignored in the
analysis. By calculating the center point, mean and median of
the input data items of each category number, the maximum
value and minimum values, after analysis, and the charac-
teristics of each category can be summarized. For example, the
average speed of category 0 is about 262 km/h, and the
temperature of the fresh air is about 25 degree Celsius, and it
belongs to a curve with a large radius and a small curvature.
,e average slope is in the uphill stage, and most of the data
are concentrated on the bridge, in the nontunnel; the average
speed of category 1 is about 254 km/h, and the fresh air
temperature is about 28 degrees Celsius, mainly concentrated
on noncurved and curved roads. On the tunnel, the average
slope is in the uphill stage and is steeper than Category 0;
Category 2 is concentrated in the downhill and tunnel;
Category 3 operating environment has a low external tem-
perature of about 15 degree Celsius and an average speed of
40 km/h; Category 4 has the highest average speed and be-
longs to high-speed operation. ,e speed for Category 5 is
concentrated at 30 km/h, which is low-speed operation.

TSNE is used to reduce the dimensionality of the
sampled data and it is displayed in three dimensions. As can
be seen from Figure 7, there are differences between the
categories, the data within the categories are closely con-
nected, and so the train operating conditions on Wuhan-
Guangzhou line can be classified into 6 categories.

4.4. Model Training Results Based on Working Condition
Identification andMTL. ,e experimental data are the same
as in Section 4.1. It is the operation status data of all trains
running on Wuhan-Guangzhou line from 2018 to 2019,
including bearing fault data caused by an abnormal increase
of axle temperature. In the model, the main task input
parameters are train axle box temperature, temperature rise
rate (average value of temperature increase per minute), and
working condition identification results. ,e output pa-
rameters are the temperature values corresponding to the
input sample after 1 minute. ,e input parameters of the
subtask are speed, running status, turning radius, whether it
is a bridge, a tunnel, or ramp slope, and fresh air temper-
ature. ,e output parameters of the subtasks are the results
of the classification of the working conditions in Section 3.3;
the ratios of 70% and 30% are used as training samples and
test samples, that is, 303870 training sets and 130230 test
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Working condition 
parameter input

Subtask: operation 
condition 

identification

Operation condition 
classification output

Characteristic input 
of axle temperature

Data merging

Main task: LSTM

Output of predicted value 
of axle temperature

Calculate and smooth the 
difference E
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Input of real value of axle 
temperature

MTL-LSTM

Abnormal 
diagnosis
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Figure 6: ,e flowchart of real-time diagnosis of bearing tem-
perature abnormality.
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sets. Both the training samples and test samples contain
bearing temperature fault samples. Model initialization
parameters are set as follows:

(1) In the subtask, there are 7 neurons in the input layer,
50 neurons in the hidden layer, and 1 neuron in the
output layer. In the main task, there are 2 neurons in
input layer, 30 neurons in LSTM hidden layer, and 1
neuron in output layer.

(2) ,e maximum number of iterations is set as
max� 300.

(3) SGD is used in the optimizer, and the time-based
attenuation scheme is used to adjust the learning
rate. ,e initial learning rate is 0.1.

(4) ,e weight w is initialized in a random manner.
(5) ,e bias b is initialized to 0.

In this paper, the best network structure of the hidden
layer is determined by the traversal method. ,e hidden
layer neurons are from 10 to 200, and each structure repeats
30 times. When the LSTM hidden layer neuron 30 is the
optimal, the average loss value is the lowest. Figure 8 shows
the change of the loss of training set and verification set with
the number of iterations.

In addition, in order to evaluate the performance of
the algorithm, single-task learning LSTM (STL-LSTM)
and MTL-LSTM in this paper are compared. ,e results
are shown in Table 1.,emodel is evaluated by comparing
the mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error
(MAE), and coefficient of determination (R2_score). It
can be seen from the results that the MTL-LSTM model
achieves the best results whether it is mean square error,
mean absolute error, or coefficient of determination,
indicating that MTL can effectively improve the perfor-
mance of fault diagnosis and better prediction the results
of fault diagnosis.

4.5. Fault Diagnosis and Verification. ,e abnormal bearing
temperature data of a train for abnormal diagnosis and
verification are randomly selected. First, the predicted
temperature and the real temperature are shown in Figure 9.
,e horizontal axis is the time series data of bearing tem-
perature. ,e bearing temperature suddenly rises at about
50, using the abnormal diagnosis method of the difference
between the predicted value and the real value in Section 3.3.
,e abnormal diagnosis result is shown in Figure 10.

Temperature_output_loss
Val_temperature_output_loss

0.000
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Figure 8: ,e change of iteration loss of training set and verifi-
cation set.

Table 1: ,e performance comparison of fault diagnosis models.

Model MSE MAE R2 score
STL-LSTM 0.000917 0.018564 0.938591
MTL-LSTM 0.000731 0.012677 0.951049
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5. Conclusion

Based on the statistical analysis of the operating condition
data, line characteristic data, and environmental data of
high-speed trains on Wuhan-Guangzhou line for more
than one year, it is preliminarily concluded that the factors
strongly related to bearing temperature include envi-
ronmental temperature, speed, and mileage at the same
time. Line characteristics such as ramp, bend, bridge, and
axle temperature also have a correlation with the shaft
temperature; so for the effect of the high-speed train line
operating conditions on the train bearing temperature, an
abnormal diagnosis method for bearing temperature of
the high-speed train is proposed based on operating
condition identification and MTL.

Firstly, the operating condition parameters of high-
speed trains are analyzed and selected, and the k-means
algorithm is applied to identify the operating conditions of
high-speed trains. ,en, based on the condition identifi-
cation and MTL, an MTL-LSTM model including the main
task of bearing temperature prediction and the subtask of
train operation condition classification is constructed. Fi-
nally, according to the statistical quality control theory, the
difference between the predicted value and the real value of
the MTL-LSTM model is used to diagnose the abnormal
bearing temperature of the high-speed train.

In addition, the accuracy of this method is better than that of
STL-LSTM. ,erefore, a bearing prediction model based on
condition identification andMTL is effective and feasible and can
be used for bearing temperature anomaly diagnosis of high-speed
trains. In the follow-up study, we will design a more effective
network structure to improve the accuracy of fault diagnosis, try
to use the dynamic weight method to improve the performance
of the model, and further test the effect of the model.
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,e data are extracted from the daily operation data of high-
speed trains that cannot be disclosed.
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Figure 10:,e diagnostic results of abnormal bearing temperature.
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